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Uriel in Lords of Light Quadratic:
And to help you in this process to fully seat these Energetics in your body consciousness,
we wish to take you on a little Journey in your Light Body, in your Merkaba Vehicle.
Now be very aware and alert…
Command your Light Vehicle to activate, as we prepare to be taken to the Stargate of
Sirius, where you will be welcomed by An Ra Ta and the many beautiful Light Beings of
Sirius…….
As your Light Body and your Merkaba Vehicle enters into the docking station of Sirius,
be very aware of what transpires next.
Take a deep breath…..…
You are welcomed by a great Angelic Presence of An Ra Ta.
And you are led in your Light Body… to a beautiful Crystalline Temple.
This vast Temple is a radiant Temple of Transparency. And you are invited to enter this
Temple of Transparency, where all becomes known and nothing is hidden.
Notice the beautiful Light emanations, the Sounds, and the Colors that are so vibrant…..
You are specifically taken in your Light Body to this Temple of Transparency, so that you
remember your Spirit, your full consciousness of your Spirit, which dwells now within
the Consciousness of that vast Light Vehicle and within your Light Body. This visit is
invaluable to your reception of a state of consciousness that you have not had access to
since you entered your physical body in this particular life.
Take a deep breath…..
The Energetics in this Temple of Transparency are so Source-like that it uplifts your Light
Body into another state and level of Consciousness, providing a state of Consciousness
that will begin to resonate within your SoulSpirit and within your physical body, in the
interface that will begin to take place, through your Light Body vast Consciousness, over
the next six months of your time -- constantly but yet gently uplifting the Light Body
Consciousness in a vast expansion, and very gently upgrading the consciousness of your
physical life experience through some of the Master Codes that you at that SoulSpirit
level have held for eons of time.
It is in this Temple of Transparency that all becomes known and can be brought into a
full conscious awareness, through the Light Body, into the physicality of who you are at
a SoulSpirit level…………..
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[7:57] Take a deep breath… Receive what is being given to you at this moment………….
You were given this opportunity at a precise alignment of the Sirius Star system with the
Earthly realm, so it has vast implications to the Earth itself as a Christed Planet.
The same infusions are being made within the complexity of the Christed Matrix, which
is in the center of the Earth itself.
So not only is your physicality at that human level being infused with these transparent
iterations of Christ Consciousness, but, so too, the Earth receives increments in full
transparency of its original purpose as a Christed Planet. And these are implanted
within that Christed Matrix, which alters significantly the Energetics of the Christed
Matrix, just as your physical energetics are being altered through the Light Body that is
taking in these vast Source Energetics of Transparency…….
Some of the levels of distortion, amnesia of the Consciousness of your Soul, are being
wiped away through these vast Energetics of Light that are given within this beautiful
Temple………….
Now, it is time to return to your Light Vehicle. So, you are led by the entire Community
of the Sirian Collective. And you are led back to your Merkaba Vehicle, where you enter
in your Light Body and bid farewell in great gratitude for the opportunity to receive
some of the vast iterations that are within this vast Temple of Transparency………
Now, as you undock your Vehicle of Light, you begin to travel back into the Earthly
realms of Mother Earth and your body consciousness.
Cultivate this new Consciousness, this new Light Body awareness often.
Ask An Ra Ta often if it is appropriate for you to re-visit this Temple of Transparency
occasionally to help you integrate and stabilize the Consciousness that was just
imparted into your Light Body.
You will be guided at certain intervals to visit this Temple, to help in the total
assimilation of these Light Energies. But it will take time. And it will take meditations.
It will take using this personal Merkaba Vehicle of Light, in order for you to assimilate
these vast Energetics that have begun to influence you in ways that you still are unable
to comprehend fully. But this is done with great purpose to prepare you for what is to
follow in the various Teachings and processes that will be given to you in the coming
Light Conference.
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[15:29] So now that you are very present and very aware, grounded into your Earth
Star, grounded into Mother Earth, we will close this session.
We are honored to have been with you this evening to impart these concepts and
energetic beginnings of another activation of your Light Body, another infusion of Light,
that will help you maintain Unity and Love Consciousness of the 5th, 6th, and 7th
Dimensional iterations of Light Templates that you have retrieved.
So we bid you good evening.
Blessings, Dear Ones! Blessings!

